
VideoTurnstileUnit
CCTV Based People Counter

HIGH DEFINITION PIXEL 
ANALYTICAL ALGORITHM
The VT units use coloured pixel 
blob detection for higher 
accuracy. This allows the 
system to a world leader in 
footfall systems in terms of an 
accurate high performance 
solution capable of counting 
indoors and outdoors.

VIDEO SERVER EMBEDDED 
IN THE HARDWARE UNIT
Controlled and viewed through 
the analytical calibration 
software to contol the logger 
unit. This allows secure remote 
log-in to the VT modules for 
calibration and accuracy 
verification.

USE ANY ANALYSIS SOFT-
WARE
Counts are saved in text files, 
so you can use almost any 
Windows analysis or our 
reporting software. You are 
not tied to one manufacturer’s 
solution  can use whichever 
software suits your purposes 
best

RELIABILITY GUARANTEED
We have been designing data 
collection systems for over 30 
years and are confident that 
the Retail Sensing 
Videoturnstile People counter 
are the most reliable on the 
market. 

ANALYSE SHOPPING 
BEHAVIOUR
You can detect how long 
people spend in one place and 
how often that place was 
visited. This lets you test the 
effectiveness of new displays, 
compare one display with 
another, evaluate new store 
layouts, monitor queuing 
times, track people around a 
store and so on.

Count through single 
doorways, double doorways, 
wider doorways and 
corridors

Indoor / Outdoor use

Calculate sales conversion

Analyse shopping behaviour

Comparing Multiple sites

Identify busiest periods and 
deploy staff accrodingly

Show real-time counts

Record counts over your 
chosen interval

Verify the counts

Record counts for off-site 
comissioning

Stream video over the 
internet

Over 95% accuracy
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Notes        

Video Turnstile single unit  ( 1 VT unit for each people counting camera)

0.145 kg

150 x 80 x 30  mm

Ethernet Logging Video Turnstile single unit  (one logger unit for upto 16 VT units)

0.285 kg

150 x 80 x 30  mm
 
12V DC,  200 mA with camera attached , 60 mA without camera

Composite Video EIA or CCIR format (colour) 

1V peak to peak  composite / 75 W video 

Up screen direction 100ms , Down screen direction 200ms. 
Output is  normally high , pulsing low

On/Off LED, Count Up screen LED, Count Down screen LED, 
Busy LED

32 bit low power counter running from a 32KHz crystal clock.   

Modular Logger and VT units (each logger has its own IP address and can handle upto 16 VTS)

Streaming of Diagnostic data at full frame rate
Streaming of Video plus Diagnostic data at reduced frame rates 

Video server built in feature embedded in the hardware units,  
controlled and  viewed  through the analytical calibration software 
to control the logger unit.
Continuously monitors background light levels and contains 
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Focal Length (Millimetres)                                   

Zone Width (Metres)                             Height  (Metres)                                

     

2   1.66

2.5   2.07 1.67

3   2.48 2.00 1.57

3.5   2.90 2.33 1.83

4    2.67 2.09 1.60

4.5    3.00 2.35 1.80

5     2.61 2.00 1.50

5.5      2.20 1.65

6      2.40 1.80

6.5      2.60 1.95

7       2.10

7.5       2.25

8       2.40
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The Retail Sensing Report System is designed to meet the needs of retailers.

•        designed by retailers (our clients) who continue to send their feedbacks 
          which based upon that features are being added, modified and updated.

•        meets requirements of all level and ranks in a retail organization, from 
          top management through regional management and shop management.

•        Allows various departments within the retailer to get data according to
          any desired category: geographical location, size, franchisers etc.

•        bringing into consideration matters of security of data by enabling access 
          to data according to username and password thus allowing users to get
          access to their own data only.

•        Combines with POS files for conversion rate, ATV, number of items etc.

•        Equipped with unique reports which gives full picture regarding the status
         of the organization at one glance.
 

The issue of security of data is a very strong point.
The reports are customized using people counting systems, Point of Sale 
data and other defined parameters including cash intake. These reports supply 
invaluable information concerning customer/visitor behavior and provide the basis 
for all managerial decisions, based upon accurate data. The reports include:

 Current number of visitors
 Visitors since opening
 Visitors on each floor
 Hourly, daily and weekly people flows
 Hourly, daily and weekly flow comparisons
 The path of customers/visitors
 Busiest areas/departments
 Time spent on lines, e.g., checkout
 Customers/visitors abandoning lines
 Success of in-store promotions
 Customer interaction with displays and subsequent behavior
 Success of marketing campaigns


